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sealed platform at Techweek: A strong partner to accompany you through
digital transformation
October 14, 2019 – Munich: The digital transformation is happening right now, and large companies
are pioneers in the field: According to a survey carried out by the company KfW, more than 90% of
large companies have firmly planned to take measures regarding digitalization in the next two years.
However, they are facing compliance challenges, like particularly strict requirements when it comes to
data protection and data security.1 At Techweek, TÜV SÜD subsidiary uniscon will show how the sealed
cloud technology can help such companies reach the necessary level of security.
With the sealed platform—a highly secure cloud platform—uniscon supports companies that need to
meet even the highest requirements for data protection and IT security, for example, in the area of
eHealth or finance. At the Techweek in Frankfurt, the German cloud security experts share their stand
(930) with TÜV SÜD and TÜV Hessen and there they explain how the sealed platform can provide
companies with the necessary level of security.
“Thanks to its special infrastructure, the sealed platform represents the best basis for legally compliant
services in the field of SaaS and IoT," says Jörg Horn, Global Head of Business Development at uniscon,
in his presentation "Ultra-secure cloud as an enabler for digital transformation". Using various case
studies from the industry, he demonstrates how uniscon’s technology reliably protects data and
applications. Among other things, Horn mentions RegTech and eHealth services as well as
collaboration and key management systems: “This technology provides effective protection, does not
allow privileged access and is easy to install. This way, it helps companies meet the compliance
requirements and develop new digital business models.”
Click here to see an overview of uniscon’s events.
Further information on the sealed platform and printable images are available upon request at
presse@uniscon.de.
uniscon — a company of the TÜV SÜD Group
uniscon GmbH is a company of the TÜV SÜD Group. As part of TÜV SÜD’s digitalization strategy, uniscon offers high-security
cloud applications and solutions for secure, legally compliant data traffic. TÜV SÜD is one of the world’s leading technical
service providers with over 150 years of industry-specific experience and more than 24,000 employees at around 1,000
locations in 54 countries. Within this strong network, uniscon is able to reliably implement large-scale international projects
in the IoT and Industry 4.0 sectors with the Sealed Cloud and its products.
Further information on partners and products: www.uniscon.com
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